E N T E R TA I N M E N T B R A N D C O N T E N T
credentials

We do branded entertainment
Advertising shouldn’t be boring. All brands have the opportunity—maybe even the responsibility—to entertain their
audiences. We help them do this by creating content—no matter the scale—that combines long-term, engaging
storytelling with precise brand messaging.

the gang

antonín

Kamilat

MarianNa

Joey

In the game: 17 years
Keeping the peace
Killer strategies

In the game: 19 years
Herding cats
Ordnung

In the game: 19 years
Making it happen
Execution

In the game: 24 years
Causing mayhem
Random thoughts

antonin@renegadz.com
+420 774 894 999
LinkedIn

kamila@renegadz.com
+420 602 257 530
LinkedIn

marianna@renegadz.com
+420 602 616 573
LinkedIn

joey@renegadz.com
+420 603 554 093
LinkedIn

what we do

E N T E R TA I N M E N T B R A N D C O N T E N T

creative strategy &
concept development
We approach every project from the angle that a
brand should naturally engage with its
audience and activate it—emotionally and
practically—to deliver on its promise.
If we recommend producing a TV show, throwing
a concert, or doing a crazy PR stunt, it’s not just
because we think it’s cool—even though it is
cool—it’s because it’s going to deliver.

eventS & EVENT CONTENT
When there’s an event it’s serious business to keep guests entertained.
That’s why we always book the right talent and plan the right activities that are in line with the brand and the audience.

ambasSador Management
When you need faces we’ll find, sign & align them. No project too small, no name too big.
From Holešovice to Hollywood we’ll hunt them down and get them into the game.

music
When you need an original soundtrack, remake or even a hit song, we’ll get it produced.
If you need usage rights, we’ll get them negotiated.
If you need something heard (on the radio or online), we’ll get it played.

ambasSador Content
When an ambassador meets a brand we’re there to manage, create, produce, and spread the story
to the right audience in the right place at the right time.

Art & artists
When you want the “wow” effect but don’t know exactly what you need,
we have close relationships with some of the best galleries and most sought after artists
in the CEE region who can make magic happen.

executions

E N T E R TA I N M E N T B R A N D C O N T E N T

26 markets

soul electrified
Context
Porsche CEE wanted a special event for the launch of the
new Taycan: their first fully-electric car. The goal was to
attract and activate a new target group, “electroheads”,
ambitious young people between the ages of 25-35.
Execution
We created a fully-immersive theatre event carried out in
three acts and performed by La Putyka, all within a highvoltage testing laboratory on the outskirts of Prague. The
show ended with the Taycan being lowered from a 30
meter high ceiling. In all, 300 guests including 39
influencers from 19 different markets were in attendance.
Results (social media numbers)
9.6m total audience
3.3m reach
1.4m reach within target group
650k post interactions
130m insta story impressions
EUR 212k media value

Contradictions
at play
Context
Porsche CEE wanted a special event for the launch of the
new Panamera Sport Turismo for its VIP clients from 26
different markets.
Execution
The Panamera Sport Turismo is a contradiction because
it successfully combines performance with comfort. We
had a full on gala event in Prague and invited over 400
VIP guests from all markets.
The event itself carried the theme of “contradictions
that work” and featured an art exhibition from 10
different international artists, an orchestra that played
hip hop, quirky food pairings, dynamic table mapping,
and of course a dramatic reveal of the new Panamera
Sport Turismo.
Results
9 Pre-orders of the car at the event

Sportscar Together Day
A large event in Poland at the
Silesia ring to celebrate
Porsche’s 70th anniversary
as a brand.
VIPs, journalists, customers
and celebrities enjoyed two
days of driving and getting to
know the brand and each
other.
It started with a gala dinner in
Wroclaw, continued with
transport by helicopters to the
track, and ended with a
private concert by
Jamiroquai.
A special road trip was
exclusively for journalists.

Czech Republic

Giving purpose
to youth
Context
In 2016 Vodafone wanted to inspire young people to
get up and do something—the problem was that most
young Czechs didn’t have faith in their own skills or
talent.
Execution
Together with McCANN Prague we came up with the
program #JETOVTOBĚ (it’s in you) that connected
young influencers from various fields with their target
audiences. An inspirational video launched the
platform and was followed up with a series of
workshops, roadshows and concerts that helped
Czech youth believe in themselves and activated them
to do something with their talents.
Results
Almost complete reach to entire youth segment

making a star
(abBey road)
Context
In 2016 Vodafone successfully launched the youth
platform called #JETOVTOBĚ (it’s in you) which
activated young people to have confidence in
themselves and to do something with their passions.
We were asked to follow up on this success for 2018.
Execution
Using one of the Czech Republic’s most famous musical
performers and social media influencers, Ben Cristavao,
we created a contest for young musicians to win a trip
to the world-renowned Abbey Roads studio in
London to record a track with Ben. But that wasn’t all,
we also produced a professional music video and
promoted concert dates for the winner, a young,
talented guy named Sofian.
Results
Over 3 million views of the video on YouTube alone.

The future is
exciting
Context
At the end of 2017 Vodafone launched a new brand
message, “The Future is Exciting, Ready?”, which
expresses to people that they should take advantage of
technology and not be scared of it. They asked us to
come up with a way to spread this message to as many
people as possible.
Execution
In association with McCANN Prague we came up with the
idea to do a supercut video featuring the top celebrities
and influencers from the Czech Republic expressing their
thoughts about what the future holds.
The only problem was that we only had two weeks to find
and sign over 20 high profile personalities as well as
shoot and distribute the video.
Results
We got it done in record time
Millions of impressions with no media support

future jobs
Context
85% of the jobs that will exist in 2030 have not even been
invented yet. Vodafone wanted to challenge the youth
market by asking them, “and what are you going to do?”
Execution
We partnered with Ben Cristovao and a drone pilot, future
fashion designer, a Marsonaut, and the gaming collective
eSuba to showcase what’s happening now and give a
glimpse into what’s coming soon. The audience was asked
to go to the youth platform Vodafone established
(jetovtobe.cz) to find out their future job.
Results

Czech Republic and Global

celebrating
a city
Context
Mastercard Czech Republic wanted to promote Prague as one
of its premier destinations in their pricelesscities.com
program—a platform that offers members experiences that
money can’t buy.
Execution
In cooperation with McCANN Prague, we helped to create a
unique campaign using two famous Czechs—Jan Saudek and
Eva Herzigova—as the storytellers for the campaign. Using
Eva’s expressive words and look combined with Saudek’s
photographic skill and vision we presented Prague in a
visually compelling way from an unexpected angle.
Renegãdz sourced the talent, collaborated on the concept, and
co-managed the production.
Results
Traffic to pricelessprague.com increased by 400%

PricelesS
product
placement
Context
The world is becoming cash-free and
Mastercard wants to be the leader in
electronic transactions.
Execution
We developed a special edition of “The
Honest Guide” with Janek Rubes—a famous
influencer obsessed with the truth and
fairness—to show people that Prague is a city
where you don’t need cash to have a good
time.
Results
68k YouTube views without any media
support

Harley’s 110th
anNiversary
Context
Mastercard wanted to help Harley-Davidson celebrate its 110th
anniversary in Prague by creating and executing a priceless
experience for the brand and its fans.
Execution
A highly immersive and interactive event where
Results
60.000 bikers
110.000 visitors
10.000 Mastercard event cards issued
3.000+ new registrations to PricelessCities.com

70+ markets

Me & comfortable
with it
Context
Bata is one of the world’s largest shoemakers, selling
over 220.000.000 pairs per year. In 2017 they
launched a new brand platform based on female
empowerment called, “Me & Comfortable with it”,
which inspires women to be confident in themselves no
matter their shape, size or looks.
Execution
In cooperation with McCANN Prague we created a
brand manifesto featuring women from all areas of the
world and walks of life presenting them as strong and
confident in their own skin.
Results
The video was launched at Bata Fashion Weekend in
spring 2017 and was then released online where it
gained multiple millions of views from around the
world. The video was also used as a template for
localizations in all of Bata’s markets.

Pop up catwalk
Context
Together with the “Me & Comfortable with it” manifesto
Bata wanted to launch their new brand statement with a
bang in the form of a stunt.
Execution
We built a fashion catwalk in the center of Prague and
invited “normal” women from the street to come and strut
their stuff.
The event was emceed by Tonya Graves, a famous Prague
entertainer, who is known for her amazing singing, as well
as for being short, foreign, and black in a nation that is
predominantly white. Her voice rang through and we
attracted an exceptionally large crowd to see everyday
sheroes walk the stage and be comfortable with it.
Results
100s of spontaneous attendees at the event
Millions of views online

Bata & LenNy
Context
Bata successfully launched its new brand position, “Me &
Comfortable with it”, based on female empowerment in
2017. Lenny, an up and coming Universal Music recording
artist, released her single, “Enemy” in spring 2018.
Execution
The song’s message perfectly matched Bata’s statement
“Me & Comfortable with it” so the result was an
international cooperation between the singer and the
brand.
Renegãdz and Bata are supporting Lenny and the song
through international PR by inviting her to appear on
radio, TV, print, and online in key Bata markets around the
globe.
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